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PUBLIC LAW LITIGATION AND ELECTORAL TIME

ZACHARY D. CLOPTON & KATHERINE SHAW*

Public law litigation is often politics by other means. Yet scholars and practitioners have failed to appreciate how public law litigation intersects with an important aspect of politics—electoral time. This Essay identifies three temporal dimensions of public law litigation. First, the electoral time of government litigants—measured by the fixed terms of state and federal executive officials—may affect their conduct in litigation, such as when they engage in *midnight litigation* in the run-up to and aftermath of their election. Second, the electoral time of state courts—measured by the fixed terms of state judges—creates openings for strategic behavior among litigants (both public and private), such as when they engage in *temporal forum shopping* between the court before and after judicial elections. Third, state judges may pursue their preferences in light of their own electoral time, such as when they choose to pursue *midnight adjudication*. This Essay suggests reasons to be concerned with these time-motivated behaviors, especially when they seek to entrench policies and to counteract the results of democratic elections. How courts, policymakers, and the public will respond to these concerns, only time will tell.
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INTRODUCTION

In all litigation, timing is critical. Disputes are won and lost on when to file, when to reply, and when a judgment is rendered.

---

* Zachary D. Clopton is a Professor of Law, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law. Katherine Shaw is a Professor of Law, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law. Our thanks for generous feedback to participants at the University of Wisconsin Law School State Democracy Research Institute’s June 2023 Public Law in the States Conference, as well as Northwestern Pritzker School of Law’s faculty workshop. Thanks also to Narintosh Luangrath and Lainey Newman for superb research assistance.
In public law litigation, parties and courts also confront the electoral dimensions of time. The fixed terms of federal and state executive officials, marked by elections, complicate usual litigation timelines. The fixed terms of state judges, also often marked by elections, contribute an additional temporal element to litigation in state courts.

Using analogies to other aspects of litigation and regulation, this Essay identifies the interaction of electoral time with public law litigation along at least three dimensions. First, the electoral time of government litigants—measured by the fixed terms of state and federal executive officials—may affect their conduct in litigation, both in the run-up to and following an election. Second, the electoral time of state courts—measured by the fixed terms of state judges—creates openings for strategic behavior among litigants (both public and private). Third, state judges themselves may pursue their preferences in light of their own electoral time.

Electoral time is particularly significant at or near the end of a fixed term in office, with a potential (or certain) change in personnel looming. During this period, litigants might make choices in an effort to entrench certain positions in light of the potential (or imminent) change—moves we term midnight litigation. These choices might include filing cases or accelerating decisions in politically charged cases, or reaching politically charged settlements, before an election occurs. Judges, too, might engage in midnight adjudication at the end of their fixed terms, with similar entrenching effects. And responding to potential changes in court personnel, litigants might consider temporal forum shopping between the

1. We use “public law litigation” to mean, broadly speaking, lawsuits whose object is “the vindication of constitutional or statutory policies.” Abram Chayes, The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation, 89 Harv. L. Rev. 1281, 1284 (1976). But “public law” is a category with notoriously porous borders—see, for example, Daniel A. Farber & Philip P. Frickey, In the Shadow of the Legislature: The Common Law in the Age of the New Public Law, 89 Mich. L. Rev. 875, 884–88 (1991)—encompassing various aspects of the relationship between government and individuals, potentially including criminal as well as civil matters. And there is no question that electoral time looms large in many high-profile criminal cases, including the numerous pending criminal cases against former President Donald Trump. But because timing in criminal cases raises a host of distinct constitutional, statutory, and ethical questions, we mostly focus on civil litigation here.

2. Though we use the term “electoral time,” we acknowledge that some executive and judicial actors are appointed, not elected. But “electoral time” best captures the themes of this Essay, and we think that the timing effects we discuss are most prominent in the context of elected officials.

3. In other important work, Professors Kang and Shepherd explore the relationship among judicial elections, campaign finance, and judicial behavior in business cases. See Michael S. Kang & Joanna Shepherd, Judicial Campaign Finance and Election Timing, 2021 Wis. L. Rev. 1487. That topic is highly related, but beyond our scope here.
court as constituted before and after an election, depending on which court is more likely to give them their preferred result.

The period of time around an election also opens the door to moves to capture electoral benefits—what some have called the “political business cycle.” Such moves could include litigation credit claiming, in which officials take litigation-related action in the run-up to an election in order to capture electoral benefits, or litigation buck passing, in which government litigants might delay such steps to shift potentially unpopular moves to their successors. And again, parallel options are available to judges: judges with fixed terms can delay potentially controversial decisions until after an election, or accelerate decisions for political gain.

A particular application of these insights—and one that raises heightened normative concerns—arises in what is often described as a lame duck period. This period encompasses the time after an election but before the formal transfer of power, when government actors have a definite and fixed term remaining. During that period, such actors typically possess their full formal powers but with a reduced (or at least complex) democratic mandate. Actions taken during this period may be the most troubling—particularly where outgoing officials seek to lock in positions at odds with recent expressions of popular will.

In one sense, it is entirely unsurprising that litigation and electoral time should intersect. Litigants are always looking for an advantage; elected officials act with elections in mind. But focusing on the interaction between the two suggests that certain sorts of strategic behavior raise specific concerns, and might call for certain kinds of responses.

One set of concerns involves entrenchment—that is, parties or courts speeding up operations to reach a decision that might constrain future decisionmakers or insulate that decision from review. When entrenchment is the concern, responses might look for ways to make such decisions easier to unwind. When government litigation decisions are rushed out at the end of a fixed term, future administrations might reduce their normative commitment to litigation continuity. Because of the risk of an administration using a midnight settlement or uncontested judgment to legally entrench a policy position, perhaps settlements and consent judgments should be subject to revision at the start of the next administration—taking a page from the Congressional Review Act.5

---


Meanwhile, when court decisions are rushed out at the end of a fixed term, future courts might reduce those decisions’ precedential effect.

Concerns about entrenchment, though, necessarily interact with other normative values, and this Essay does not suggest that entrenchment is always equally problematic. For example, concerns with entrenchment resonate with democratic values, so efforts to entrench anti-democratic rules (e.g., locking in political gerrymanders) should be viewed more skeptically than efforts to entrench democratic ones (e.g., locking in longer polling hours). Similarly, whether the entrenchment is the product of other norm-breaking might further the case against it.6

More generally, acknowledging that public law litigation creates opportunities for strategic behavior may be more important than changing any associated legal rules. Courts should not bury their heads in the sand about political timing, and executive officials should acknowledge the role of timing in their decisions. Especially in high-salience cases, the politics may be more important than the law. And in the court of public opinion, it might matter whether courts and executive officials manipulated timing to entrench results and subvert democratic values.

I. THE ELECTORAL TIME OF GOVERNMENT LITIGANTS

This Part considers the electoral time of federal and state executive officials with fixed terms.7 The key idea is that federal and state executive officials might change their behavior as their terms come to a close. We suggest here that those behavioral changes come in two forms: decisions accelerated at the end of the term (midnight litigation) and decisions either rushed or delayed in light of an election (litigation credit claiming and buck passing).

A. “Midnight Litigation”

Imagine an executive branch official getting close to the end of an administration, perhaps because of term limits or because they foresee a reasonable probability of electoral defeat. Such an official might fast track various executive actions to make sure that they happen,


7. This discussion is primarily focused on executive officials as litigants, although some of the same dynamics may be present in cases in which legislatures (or individual legislators) are the litigants. See, e.g., Berger v. N.C. State Conf. of the NAACP, 142 S. Ct. 2191 (2022); Karcher v. May, 484 U.S. 72 (1987).
entrenching those policies in ways that might be difficult for their successor to undo. This behavior is often called “midnight regulation.”

In the same way, the waning terms of executive officials might motivate litigation behavior. An executive official might file cases early in hopes that their successor might feel an obligation to continue the litigation. Similarly, an official might accelerate the taking of a litigation position—including declining to defend a law—in hope of entrenching that result. This Essay calls these tactics midnight litigation.

One way midnight litigation can entrench results is when executive officials follow a norm of continuity across administrations, such that future officials find it difficult to change announced positions. This norm largely—though not invariably—holds in the federal Department of Justice. But, importantly, other tools are available to entrench administration positions through litigation even without such a norm. Settlements and judgments are binding across administrations. So, for example, government lawyers might choose to settle cases on terms that would be unacceptable to future administrations, including entering into non-prosecution agreements that would seemingly stymie future litigation. Government actors also might enter into consent judgments, such as consent decrees, that could bind their successors.


11. Although they do not involve litigation, presidential pardons also operate by design to bind future administrations, whatever those later administrations might make of the culpability of the pardoned conduct.

12. This concern with lock-in was raised in prior decades in the context of institutional reform litigation. See, e.g., Michael W. McConnell, Why Hold Elections? Using Consent Decrees to Insulate Policies from Political Change, 1987 U. Chi. Legal F. 295, 298 (“[C]onsent decrees circumvent democratic change by precluding subsequent
A particularly macabre illustration of this behavior comes from a recent sequence of events involving the federal death penalty. From March 2003 until July 2020, there were no federal executions. But in what came to be the final six months of the Trump Administration, the federal government executed thirteen people, including six after the 2020 election (i.e., during the administration’s lame duck period), with the last execution occurring just four days before President Biden’s inauguration. As the administration pressed ahead with its aggressive execution timelines, Justice Department lawyers crafted arguments resisting various statutory and constitutional challenges to the executions. In each of these cases, the administration appeared to proceed with one eye on the clock, well aware that the federal executions were unlikely to occur after a change in the Oval Office, and making aggressive use of the Supreme Court’s “shadow docket” to pursue accelerated judicial review. And the strategy worked: in each of these cases, the Supreme Court sided with the administration, sometimes reversing lower courts that would have stayed executions. This meant Presidents from changing policies set, through consent decree, by a previous Administration . . . .


15. See Kovarsky, supra note 14, at 638–53. These included challenges to the federal death penalty drug protocol and to federal executions in states that abolished the death penalty, as well as various COVID-19 related claims regarding execution protocols. Id. at 639–46 (describing lethal injection challenges); id. at 649–50 (describing challenges to the federal designation power to impose death penalty in abolitionist states); id. at 654–55 (describing COVID-19 challenges).


18. Id. at 660, 663.
that the administration, with the assistance of the Supreme Court, was able to lock in its positions in the most high-stakes—and irreversible—conceivable context.19

These capital cases are not the only examples. At the end of his term, then-Kansas Attorney General Phill Kline filed high-profile criminal charges against George Tiller related to his performance of abortions.20 Outgoing Arkansas Attorney General Dustin McDaniel was accused of rushing litigation related to a pipeline spill at the end of his time in office.21 Meanwhile, after her election, newly-elected Michigan Attorney General Dana Nessel withdrew the state from almost two dozen controversial cases that her Republican predecessor had joined.22 And state Attorneys General often issue binding legal interpretations on their way out the door.23

B. Credit Claiming and Buck Passing

Political scientists have long studied efforts by political leaders to claim credit for positive developments, including by taking popular decisions in the run-up to elections and avoiding difficult decisions by passing the buck to future administrations.24 These effects have been explored, with mixed results, in the context of elected criminal

19. See id. at 660, 663, 679.
21. Arkansas Tar Sands Oil Spill Update, LIVING ON EARTH (June 21, 2013), https://www.loe.org/shows/segments.html?programID=13-P13-00025&segmentID=2 [https://perma.cc/FMH3-BWPG] (“Now, some have said that this is rather quick, just three months after an incident, to be headed to court with a formal lawsuit; usually these things are negotiated for some time. What’s the hurry here?”).
24. The literature is too voluminous to catalog here. Among the important works see, for example, DAVID R. MAYHEW, CONGRESS: THE ELECTORAL CONNECTION 52–61 (1st ed. 1974) (discussing “credit claiming”), Hessick, supra note 4, at 403–04 (collecting sources).
prosecutors, but less attention has been paid outside of the criminal context.\textsuperscript{25} Civil litigation is just another opportunity for credit claiming and buck passing. Especially in the context of high-profile cases, executive officials might see political wins and losses in litigation decisions. For example, it might be politically advantageous to file an expressive lawsuit against a locally unpopular policy, entity, or individual. Lawsuits by red states against Democratic presidents, or blue states against Republican ones, might fit this bill.\textsuperscript{26} Filing such suits in advance of an election might have signal value independent of the litigation strategy.

On the other hand, litigation can present difficult or unpopular choices. Should a good case against a popular figure be brought? Should the government enforce its laws against a major employer who could shift operations to another state? These are difficult questions for political leaders who oversee litigation. The nature of electoral time may allow a way out, either delaying the decision until after the election or passing the buck entirely by leaving the decision to a future administration.

Credit claiming and buck passing do not have the same entrenchment effect as other time-sensitive moves. So, as elaborated below, they may call out less for intervention. But, at a minimum, they reflect a central theme of this Essay: public law litigation involves political calculations that entail considerations of the political dimensions of time.

### II. THE ELECTORAL TIME OF COURTS

Part I above addressed how executive officials think about their own electoral time. Parts II and III turn to the electoral time of courts, beginning with how the composition of courts—the product of political choices in political time—affects litigant behavior.

Although the composition of the Supreme Court of the United States is not static, its personnel does not change on anything close to a regular schedule.\textsuperscript{27} In contrast, state supreme courts typically follow a regular turnover schedule. The high courts of forty-six states have fixed terms,

---

\textsuperscript{25} See Hessick, supra note 4 (collecting sources).

\textsuperscript{26} For a valuable database of state attorney general litigation, see An Overview of State AG Activities, State Litig. & AG Activity Database, https://attorneysgeneral.org [https://perma.cc/Y9SS-365W]. See also Margaret H. Lemos & Ernest A. Young, State Public-Law Litigation in an Age of Polarization, 97 Tex. L. Rev. 43, 43 (2018) (describing how “‘red’ states have challenged the Affordable Care Act and President Obama’s immigration orders,” while “‘blue’ states have challenged President Trump’s travel bans and attempts to roll back environmental policies”).

\textsuperscript{27} See Kevin Costello, Note, Supreme Court Politics and Life Tenure: A Comparative Inquiry, 71 Hastings L.J. 1153, 1161 (2020).
and some also impose term limits or mandatory retirement ages. The supreme court of only one state (Rhode Island) lacks fixed terms or a mandatory retirement age.

The predictable turnover of state supreme court justices introduces an element of electoral time into state court litigation. For example, in a state with elected justices, the state supreme court before an election might look very different than the state supreme court after that election. And that difference might have predictable consequences for how cases might turn out.

It does not take a fancy law degree to figure out how litigants might react to judges with fixed terms: they will ask themselves, within the constraints of the law, whether they would prefer to litigate in front of the court as currently constituted or in front of the court as it will be constituted in a future term. Choosing between today’s supreme court and tomorrow’s is what this Essay calls temporal forum shopping.

A simple definition of forum shopping is “[t]he practice of choosing the most favorable jurisdiction or court in which a claim might be heard.” Although many scholars and commentators use forum shopping as a pejorative, a more nuanced view is that forum shopping can have both positive and negative effects. Consistent with that more nuanced view, the law does not attempt to completely prohibit litigants from considering strategic objectives when making decisions about where to litigate.

Temporal forum shopping is the practice of choosing the most favorable jurisdiction or court in which a claim might be heard across

---

29. R.I. CONST. art. X, § 5 (“Justices of the supreme court shall hold office during good behavior.”).
30. Although our focus here is on state high courts, the same dynamics may be present on any state court whose members have fixed terms. This Essay focuses on state supreme courts because that is where important state public law cases often end up.
33. See Bookman, supra note 32, at 613 (“[I]t is commonplace for venue statutes to limit plaintiffs’ choice of forum, but they often also give plaintiffs multiple options for where to sue in cases that cross state borders.”). For a view on why the law ignores litigant motivations, such as spite, see Nadav Shoked, Two Hundred Years of Spite, 110 NW. U. L. REV. 357, 402–20 (2016).
If today’s judges are preferable, then litigants should rush to file and litigate. If the probability of victory would be greater in the next term, then litigants should stall for time. To be sure, not every case is amenable to temporal forum shopping. A challenge to changes in election administration must be filed before the relevant election takes place, and sometimes immediate action is needed to avoid irreparable harm. A range of jurisdictional rules and doctrines also operate to place some constraints on when claims may be brought. But many cases are candidates for temporal forum shopping, and this Essay addresses those cases.

Finding litigants who admit that they engaged in temporal forum shopping is difficult—such an admission would only work to their detriment—but a little speculation never hurt anyone. One such example comes from North Carolina. The state supreme court, with a Democratic majority, rejected a congressional map adopted by the Republican-controlled state legislature as an unconstitutional partisan gerrymander. The Republican legislature successfully petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for certiorari on the grounds that the state supreme court decision had improperly invaded the state legislature’s authority under the federal Constitution’s Elections Clause. While that case, Moore v. Harper, was pending in the U.S. Supreme Court, the 2022 election resulted in the state supreme court flipping from a Democratic to a Republican majority. Once the new majority was seated, the state legislature quickly filed a request to reconsider the prior decision, and the newly constituted court granted that request.

---

34. This definition is intended to focus on the way that the court changes over time. Other aspects of timing, of course, affect the favorability of litigation. Mootness and ripeness are legal constraints on timing choices, and Part III of this Essay considers timing with respect to who represents the government. But these effects are not included in this definition.


37. 143 S. Ct. 2065 (2023).


request to reconsider reflected the legislature’s judgment about the changed composition of the court. And indeed, that assumption was vindicated when the state court reversed course and overruled its prior decision, concluding that challenges to partisan gerrymanders are nonjusticiable under the North Carolina Constitution.  

In any event, even without smoking-gun examples, it is fair to assume that litigants routinely make such calculations.

As with the more familiar geographic forum shopping, temporal forum shopping is most effective when the predictions about the court are most certain. There is a reason, for example, that conservative litigants have filed case after case in the Amarillo Division of the Northern District of Texas, where a single judge sits and where litigants accordingly know exactly who will decide their case. Temporal forum shoppers, by contrast, face a challenge in anticipating the composition of the state supreme court. Litigation can drag on in the lower courts, potentially long enough that the high court will turn over. But what if there were a way to file directly in a favorable state supreme court?

There is: original jurisdiction. In the federal system, the original jurisdiction of the U.S. Supreme Court is narrow and rarely invoked in high-profile cases. But the original jurisdiction of state supreme courts is often quite broad and frequently invoked in high-profile, politically salient cases. An example of this is currently playing out in Wisconsin, where a number of groups filed an original action challenging the state’s legislative maps the day after Justice Janet Protasiewicz was sworn in.

Justice Protasiewicz’s 2023 election to the Wisconsin Supreme Court
flipped the court to a liberal majority after fifteen years of conservative control.\textsuperscript{46}

The potential availability of original jurisdiction means that litigants that prefer today’s supreme court do not have worry about lower courts (and their opponents) delaying litigation until it is too late for the current supreme court to rule. Instead, the litigant can file directly in the supreme court, and perhaps even encourage that court to move quickly in light of electoral time.

Nothing in this description is meant to suggest that there is anything inherently wrong with litigants filing original actions shortly before the end of a fixed term (although some such moves may raise concerns, particularly where they seek entrench positions in tension with popular will). The same is true for lawsuits filed immediately following a change in judicial personnel. But the broader point is that the fixed terms of state high courts predictably create incentives for this sort of strategic behavior.

Finally, it is worth observing that temporal forum shopping matters not only for the case at hand, but also for the law going forward. There is no doubt that parties temporally shopping are trying to win their own cases. But in the context of public law litigation, they also are temporally shopping to create precedent that could have long lasting effects. One reason to rush a case to the current court is the hope that it will produce a decision that is resistant to future court revision. This potential entrenchment is a key feature of these cases, taken up in more detail below.

III. THE ELECTORAL TIME OF JUDGES

The preceding parts consider how litigants react to their own electoral time and to the electoral time of courts. One additional permutation, taken up here, is when electoral time has consequences for the behavior of judges themselves. While the behaviors we describe here may be undertaken by judges at all levels, we focus for simplicity on high court judges, because state high courts are the sites at which many of the most important public law cases are decided.

Judges and justices typically have substantial discretion about when to issue decisions. Nowhere is this truer than the United States Supreme Court, where the justices exercise virtually unlimited control over not

only whether to take up certain questions, 47 but also when to exercise their discretionary authority to review and to issue the decisions that result. 48 And it is not a coincidence that the U.S. Supreme Court announces high-profile decisions at the end of each term. 49

Most state high courts similarly exercise considerable discretion over the timing of their decisions. There are exceptions: In California, for example, a constitutional provision has been interpreted to require the Supreme Court to issue decisions within ninety days of oral argument. 50 In several other states, constitutional or statutory provisions require state courts to decide cases in general, or particular categories of cases, expeditiously or within prescribed timeframes. 51 But the general rule is that judges control the timing of their decisions.

In states with fixed judicial terms, it almost must be true that—at least on occasion—state judges make decisions about timing in light of electoral time, in ways that track the behavior of litigants described in the previous part. 52 Sometimes judges might want to pass tough cases to future judges, or they might want to hold off on decisions until after an

47. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1) (2018) (federal cases “may be reviewed by the Supreme Court by . . . writ of certiorari granted upon the petition of any party to any civil or criminal case, before or after rendition of judgment or decree . . . .”); 28 U.S.C. § 1257(a) (providing for Supreme Court review of state cases presenting federal questions).


50. Cal. Const. art. VI, § 19 (“A judge of a court of record may not receive the salary for the judicial office held by the judge while any cause before the judge remains pending and undetermined for 90 days after it has been submitted for decision.”). See also Daniel J. Bussel, Opinions First—Argument Afterwards, 61 UCLA L. REV. 1194, 1199–205 (2014) (discussing ninety-day rule).

51. See, e.g., Md. Const. art. IV, § 15 (“In every case an opinion, in writing, shall be filed within three months after the argument or submission of the cause . . . .”); Alaska Stat. § 22.05.140(b) (2022) (“A salary disbursement may not be issued to a justice of the supreme court until the justice has filed with the state officer designated to issue salary disbursements an affidavit that no matter referred to the justice for opinion or decision has been uncompleted or undecided by the justice for a period of more than six months.”); Or. Rev. Stat. § 758.017(5) (2021) (requiring that the state supreme court “give priority on its docket to a petition for review under this section and render a decision within six months of the filing of the petition for review” for cases involving grants or denials by the Public Utility Commission regarding transmission line applications). See also Clopton, supra note 44, at 11–19 (collecting states’ rules on original actions).

52. For more on judges conforming behaviors to voter preferences, see, for example, Joanna M. Shepherd, The Influence of Retention Politics on Judges’ Voting, 38 J. LEGAL STUD. 169 (2009) and Joanna M. Shepherd, Money, Politics, and Impartial Justice, 58 DUKE L.J. 623 (2009).
election or reappointment (buck passing). Other times they might want to announce a ruling in advance of an election or reappointment decision (credit claiming). And just as litigants might engage in midnight litigation at the end of their terms, judges might want to ensure that an issue is not passed to future judges, either resolving the case completely or making certain decisions (such as findings of fact) that might be hard to overturn (midnight adjudication). 53

Original jurisdiction, again, adds potency to some of these options. Original jurisdiction is often discretionary, especially with respect to the broadest grants of original jurisdiction, such as the power to issue writs.54 Parties seeking a resolution from the current court might file an original action. If the court—typically a majority of the court—prefers to provide that immediate resolution, they can take the case. 55 If the court prefers to delay, then discretionary original jurisdiction gives cover to simply decline to hear the case at that time. And, importantly, courts can decline original jurisdiction with a reasonable degree of confidence that the case will return to the high court after litigation in the lower courts. So judges making choices about original jurisdiction can use their discretion to shop between today’s court and a future one.

Nothing here is meant to suggest that this behavior is common or routine, just that it is possible. Here, again, direct examples are challenging, but a potential recent illustration comes from Texas. In 2018, Democratic candidates made major gains in judicial elections. 56 In the wake of those results, but before the judgeships turned over, the Texas Tribune reported that some Republican appellate judges were rushing through decisions before leaving office. 57 A few years later, the North Carolina Supreme Court, with a Democratic majority—the same majority that had struck down the state’s congressional map 58—held that

54. See Clopton, supra note 44, at 11–16.
55. See Wis. Const. art. VII, § 3 (“The supreme court . . . may hear original actions and proceedings. The supreme court may issue all writs necessary in aid of its jurisdiction.”).
57. Id.
58. See supra notes 36–41 and accompanying text.
the state’s voter ID law violated the state constitution just days before the end of the term. This timing mattered because North Carolina voters had flipped the court to Republican control between oral argument and the decision. And once the new justices took office, the court reversed its decision, calling attention to electoral time in its description of the prior proceeding.

This politically conscious behavior is at least consistent with U.S. Supreme Court justices making strategic decisions about certiorari. Scholars of the cert process suggest that justices’ votes involve a combination of legal and strategic considerations. The former include factors such as the presence of a circuit split; the latter include factors such as how the justice expects the case to turn out on the merits. It is strategic considerations, then, that explain so called “defensive denials,” where justices vote against granting cert to protect against a bad outcome on the merits. Strategic considerations also explain why the Court as an institution might prefer to avoid a difficult case, as it seems the Warren Court did when it dodged an early challenge to a state ban on interracial marriage. This behavior at the cert stage is consistent with suggestions in this Part that judges may behave strategically with respect to the timing of decisions.

Finally, it is worth noting the ways that the various forms of strategic behavior interact with one another. On the one hand, judicial agenda setting might blunt attempts at temporal forum shopping—litigants seeking a quick resolution before an election might run into a

---


60. *Holmes v. Moore*, 886 S.E.2d 120, 127 (N.C. 2023) (“In December 2022, after an election that would change the composition of this Court, but prior to the expiration of the terms of two outgoing justices, the majority—half of which was composed of those two justices—issued an opinion affirming the lower court’s issuance of the injunction.”).


64. See generally Memorandum from Felix Frankfurter on Naim v. Naim, reprinted in Dennis J. Hutchinson, *Unanimity and Desegregation: Decisionmaking in the Supreme Court, 1948-1958*, 68 GEO. L.J. 1, 95 (1979) [hereinafter Frankfurter Memo]. A similar dynamic may have been at work in the Court’s decision to dismiss on jurisdictional grounds a constitutional challenge to a state ban on same-sex marriage in *Hollingsworth v. Perry*, 570 U.S. 693 (2013).
court that is uncomfortable with this behavior, for legal or strategic reasons. On the other hand, litigants and courts could work together to achieve a result at their preferred time. One could imagine executive officials and judges, both at the ends of their terms, coming together for a midnight ruling, locking in a result at odds with the preferences of the incoming executive and judiciary—and presumably the voters.\textsuperscript{65}

IV. LAME DUCKS

We suggested above that as their terms wane, executive and judicial officials will make decisions in light of electoral time. When considering the positive and normative aspects of these decisions, we think there is an important distinction between the period preceding an election or other change, and the period following such an event, often called the “lame duck” period. This period between an election and the formal transfer of power and authority heightens many of the dynamics we describe above.\textsuperscript{66}

Lame duck periods vary, although periods in the United States tend to be quite long in comparative context.\textsuperscript{67} Under the original U.S. Constitution and statutes passed by the first Congress, nearly a six-month period separated November elections from March transfers of power for both Congress and the President.\textsuperscript{68} The Twentieth Amendment shifted the congressional term’s start to January 3 and the presidential start to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{65} Another possibility involves the legislature. Prior work on original jurisdiction revealed that state legislatures will occasionally include in a statute a provision requiring that challenges to the statute’s constitutionality be filed as original actions in the state supreme court. Clopton, supra note 44. Thus a legislature with a friendly supreme court might be inclined to use such a provision to accelerate judicial review before the court turns over. Similarly, in states that permit advisory opinions, a legislature might decide to seek an advisory opinion when the court is ideologically aligned. For examples of such states, see id. at 14.
\item \textsuperscript{66} Because our focus is on litigation timing, we mostly do not consider state legislatures, although legislatures have been the site of high-stakes lame-duck power plays in recent years. See Miriam Seifter, \textit{Judging Power Plays in the American States}, 97 \textsc{Tex. L. Rev.} 1217, 1224 (2019) (discussing episodes in which, “[i]n the wake of elections in which members of the opposing party won executive-branch offices, state legislatures in North Carolina, Wisconsin, and Michigan held sessions in which they removed, or attempted to remove, substantial power from newly elected governors and attorneys general”).
\item \textsuperscript{68} Edward J. Larson, \textit{The Constitutionality of Lame-Duck Lawmaking: The Text, History, Intent, and Original Meaning of the Twentieth Amendment}, 2012 \textsc{Utah L. Rev.} 707, 710.
\end{itemize}
January 20, but still left a considerable span of time between selection (by statute in early November) and taking office. The timeline for the turnover of state executive officials is generally similar, with election in November and turnover in January, subject to a handful of exceptions where the transition happens considerably faster. And state judicial turnover is generally similar, subject to some exceptions—like Wisconsin, where a period of nearly four months separates the April judicial election from the August swearing-in.

When it comes to the federal courts, judges might announce their retirement contingent upon the confirmation of a successor, as Justice O’Connor and Justice Breyer did; or departing judges may announce an immediately effective retirement or decision to assume senior status. Either way, the fact of multi-member panels in the federal appeals courts and the generally lengthy timespan of federal litigation means that seeking to time litigation in response to federal court composition is usually a long game.

But for state or federal executive branch officials operating in the period between an election and the transfer of power, and for state judges in the same position, things look considerably different. Lame duck periods are highly predictable and regular features of these offices.

69. 2 U.S.C. §§ 1, 7.


71. See e.g., ALASKA CONST. art. III, § 4 (“The term of office of the governor is four years, beginning at noon on the first Monday in December following his election and ending at noon on the first Monday in December four years later.”); HAW. CONST. art. V, § 1 (same timeline as Alaska); KY. CONST. § 73 (term begins fifth Tuesday following election); N.D. CONST. art. V, § 5 (term begins December 15th following the election).

72. See Wis. STAT. § 5.02(21) (2021–22) (setting first Tuesday in April for judicial elections); WIS. CONST. art. VII, § 4(1) (providing that terms of Supreme Court justices are to begin on August 1 following April election).

73. Letter from Justice Sandra Day O’Connor to President George W. Bush (July 1, 2005), https://www.supremecourt.gov/publicinfo/press/oconnor070105.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZB9L-ZAVG] (“This is to inform you of my decision to retire from my position as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States effective upon the nomination and confirmation of my successor.”).

74. Letter from Justice Stephen Breyer to President Joe Biden (Jan. 27, 2022), https://www.supremecourt.gov/publicinfo/press/Letter_to_President_January-27-2022.pdf [https://perma.cc/7HR6-F3T8] (“I intend this decision to take effect when the Court rises for the summer recess this year . . . assuming that by then my successor has been nominated and confirmed.”).
That predictability and frequency demand further attention. For better or worse, lame duck officials typically possess the full formal authority of their offices until the end of their terms. In the context of the presidency, some have argued that this is a fundamental flaw in our system. But whatever the merits of that position, there is surely something troubling about allowing an outgoing official—in particular one who may have been repudiated at the polls—to exercise the authority of the office in a way that will impede their successor’s ability to act in ways that are responsive to popular will.

So consider again the various litigation and adjudication moves described above, but now placed in the lame duck period. We began with a discussion of elected officials making decisions in light of their own fixed terms, including midnight litigation. The same litigation decisions—filing cases, taking positions, reaching settlements—can happen during the lame duck period, as it did with some of the Trump executions and the Kline prosecution of Dr. Tiller. Lame duck litigation may raise more serious concerns than other sorts of late-term decisions by lame duck officials both (1) because litigation timelines are frequently so protracted and (2) because litigation, by its nature, involves an institution—courts—which typically adheres to principles of continuity and stability. This means that a new administration’s decision to change course in litigation may be viewed skeptically by courts; it also means that to the extent late-initiated litigation reaches resolution, that resolution may prove difficult for a successor to undo.

Similarly, lame duck judges may have different incentives than judges in the normal course. On the one hand, empirical studies have found that lame duck judges are less influenced by campaign contributions than judges who may sit for reelection. On the other hand, when judges weigh in on disputes because of who their successors will be, there is rightly cause for concern. Judges accelerating adjudication timelines to entrench positions, either through binding judgments or through the making of precedent, are playing with time. The North Carolina voter ID case and the Texas appellate cases might fit this bill. For a historical example, consider Chavez v. Hockenhull, in which the

75. Sanford Levinson, Presidential Elections and Constitutional Stupidities, 12 CONST. COMMENT. 183, 184–85 (1995) (“[T]here is something profoundly troubling, . . . in allowing repudiated Presidents to continue to exercise the prerogatives of what is usually called the ‘most powerful political office in the world.’”).

76. See supra notes 14–20 and accompanying text.


78. See supra notes 57–59 and accompanying text.

79. 39 P.2d 1027 (N.M. 1934).
New Mexico Supreme Court resolved a disputed U.S. Senate election in favor of a Republican candidate the day before the state supreme court was to turn over from Republican control. Also, as above, lame duck executives and lame duck judges might come together to entrench their preferred outcome before their replacements get in the door. This collusion, to use a loaded term, should present serious democratic concern.

V. ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The preceding discussion described a range of ways that litigants and judges make decisions informed by electoral time. This is not necessarily a bad thing. Litigants make all sorts of strategic choices about litigation, including choices that we might call forum shopping. Not only are such choices ubiquitous, they are also not without merit. As Pamela Bookman has readily explained, there are “unsung virtues” of forum shopping that should not be ignored.

Similarly, judges, for better or worse, make strategic decisions about litigation. And similarly, these choices are not going away, and they too may have some merit—as when then the U.S. Supreme Court decided to pass on an early interracial marriage case in hopes of avoiding backlash to desegregation efforts.

So if getting rid of temporal forum shopping or midnight litigation is too hard and too harsh, what should our responses be?

One key theme in this Essay’s discussion of electoral time has been the possibility of entrenchment. Depending on the circumstances, temporal forum shopping and midnight litigation in particular can be used by executive officials to lock in their preferences before the end of a term. Midnight adjudication offers the same option for judges. The concern with the entrenchment described here is that it runs counter to the democratic process and that it makes future governance more difficult. And despite a scholarly focus on entrenchment as profoundly incompatible with basic premises of democracy, litigation as a site of antidemocratic entrenchment has gone largely unnoticed in the literature.

82. See Frankfurter Memo, supra note 64, at 95–96.
The incentives to use litigation to entrench positions near the end of a term or during a lame duck period may increase as the gulf between public opinion and the positions being pursued in litigation grows. Where officials wish to pursue or entrench unpopular policies, litigation may be especially attractive because many of the key steps in litigation—filing briefs, presenting oral argument—have not typically been subject to significant public scrutiny. Although it was not ultimately successful, the recent effort out of Michigan to use litigation to block a reproductive justice ballot initiative on the basis of alleged typesetting errors may have been driven in part by an assessment that the Michigan Supreme Court as then constituted might be receptive to that effort—and, significantly, more receptive than the court after the election.84

Once again, we do not mean here to suggest that every decision or every step taken in litigation at the end of a term is suspect. Indeed, sometimes cases require immediate action that does not conveniently line up with the electoral calendar. But if a commitment to democracy entails accepting, even celebrating, a new administration’s “willingness to use the forms of action available to it to usher in a new legal and political order,”85 a natural corollary would seem to be instituting limits on the ability of an outgoing administration to insulate its actions from revision by successors in the ordinary course.

One straightforward response is to limit opportunities for entrenchment. Reducing lame duck periods where possible, for example, might have this effect. High courts might end their terms before an election, to restart them after the lame duck period ends, unless an emergency session is needed. And state legislatures might impose limits on what state attorneys general can do in the final weeks of a term.

Other responses look to the back end and the possibility of revision. With respect to judicial decisions, one aspect of entrenchment is stare decisis. Presumably one reason parties or judges may accelerate litigation is to create a favorable precedent that gets the benefit of stare decisis. But the case for stare decisis might be weaker when cases are decided outside of the normal calendar or schedule, so perhaps there should be a norm of weakened stare decisis in cases rushed to judgment.86 Such a shift would make it easier for future courts to reverse attempts to entrench

85. Rodríguez, supra note 10, at 60.
prior outcomes. Along similar lines, to the extent that executive branch agencies have norms of continuity, those norms might include exceptions for midnight litigation. If a state attorney general hurried to file a complaint or take a litigation position in the waning days of an administration, perhaps future occupants of that office might feel less compelled to adhere to those decisions.

When the prior determination is locked in via a judgment or settlement, the entrenchment is more formal, and thus more formal tools are needed to reverse it. In the context of midnight regulation, Congress can reverse decisions under the Congressional Review Act. Perhaps legislatures might consider bills to allow revision—by executives, legislatures, or both—of settlements entered in the final days of an administration. Similarly, courts entering consent decrees under these circumstances might build in options for reconsideration after the administration turns over. Courts also might consider exceptions to res judicata for judgments that are the product of midnight litigation (e.g., judgments that depend on the government’s decision to decline to defend).

We hasten to add that responses to actions such as midnight litigation need not be value neutral, or at least need not be valence neutral. In addition to considerations about the susceptibility to revision that animated our prior discussion, there is also related but broader consideration of whether they operate to facilitate, or rather to thwart, democracy. An example here is illustrative. Midnight litigation designed to establish a constitutional rule against partisan gerrymandering should be evaluated differently from midnight litigation designed to lock in a

---

87. Some might suggest that stare decisis is constraining on judges, so removing it for lame duck decisions might encourage courts to push the envelope. That is why, as we explore below, our suggestions here need not be value neutral.


89. 5 U.S.C. §§ 801–08.

90. Federal law requires the Department of Justice to notify Congress when entering consent decrees that provide relief likely to exceed three years. 28 U.S.C. § 530D(a)(1)(C)(ii). And it limits the length of consent judgments in prison-conditions cases. 18 U.S.C. § 3626(b).

A midnight adjudication to approve putting a widely supported initiative on the ballot should be evaluated differently than a decision to keep it off the ballot on spurious grounds, like the (ultimately unsuccessful) suit to block the Michigan reproductive freedom ballot initiative on the basis of alleged typesetting errors. If our concern with entrenchment is that it is antidemocratic, then it must matter if the entrenched position is itself pro- or anti-democratic. In addition, under some circumstances, entrenchment of policy positions might raise fewer concerns than entrenchment of politicians themselves. Again, entrenchment and democracy interact in important ways.

We also think that the context around efforts at entrenchment matters. It matters, for example, if the court is close to “midnight” because of intentional delay by litigants or legislators. If midnight adjudication is compelled by other norm-breaking or is a tit-for-tat response, that might lessen the concerns we raised above.

Our observations about entrenchment and the other values with which it intersects bring us to a broader point: public law litigation is often politics by other means. Bringing politics to the fore is important both for what happens inside of courts and outside of them.

Inside of the courts, part of the aim of this Essay is to call out practices that everyone knows—or should know—are happening. Call it transparency or honesty or realism, courts should be clear eyed about the role of politics in litigation. While the law does not rule out forum shopping, courts routinely consider plaintiffs’ motives for selecting a court when deciding whether to transfer the case to another forum. Similarly, courts might consider temporal motives when deciding whether to grant expedited review or original jurisdiction.

---


93. See Maggie Astor, Group Seeks to Block Abortion Vote in Michigan, Citing Typography, N.Y. Times (Aug. 19, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/19/us/politics/michigan-abortion-amendment.html (describing anti-abortion groups’ arguments that the proposed amendment’s spacing created “nonexistent words” such as “decisions about all matters relating to pregnancy”).


95. See, e.g., Iragorri v. United Techs. Corp., 274 F.3d 65, 72 (2d Cir. 2001) (en banc) (“The more it appears that the plaintiff’s choice of a U.S. forum was motivated by forum-shopping reasons . . . the less deference the plaintiff’s choice commands and, consequently, the easier it becomes for the defendant to succeed on a forum non conveniens motion by showing that convenience would be better served by litigating in another country’s courts.”).
Outside of the courts, potentially the most important response to temporal forum shopping or midnight litigation is to name and shame. Not all examples of those behaviors are problematic, but presumably the political arguments against them will be most powerful when the behaviors are the most egregious. A last-second consent decree that locks in a position that was at the center of the campaign that ousted the executive official should be criticized more than the decision to settle a non-ideological case on the normal schedule that happens to coincide with the end of an administration. Courts playing games with timing also open themselves up to criticism that simply would not be effective if the timing were not unconventional. A contribution of this Essay, then, is to identify these moves as aspects of politics—subject to the constraints of politics, not just the constraints of law.

CONCLUSION

As we have shown, the electoral time of executive officials and judges influences the conduct and results of public law litigation. Electoral time, we think, is baked into democratic governance. While not all effects of electoral time are problematic, this Essay shows that electoral time may exacerbate the risk of entrenchment and anti-democratic decisionmaking. Legal rules may be able to cleanse these effects, but ultimately it is likely that sunlight will be the best disinfectant.